Title word cross-reference

mod [BS09], \lambda [KS13b, MP03], \lambda \delta [Gui09],
\Delta \mu [Sau10], \mu [GLSG15, MM07], nl [Al03],
O(m \log n) [GJKW17], \omega [BBS07, CHH09], \pi
[TM10]. qM \mu [MM07].

-Calculus [GLSG15, KS13b, MM07, TM10, MP03, Sau10].  -regular [BBS07, CHH09].

2003 [Kol05]. 2008 [KM10]. 2SAT [Sub04].

3-valued [SG07].

abduction [LS07, LY07]. Abductive [KKLJU14, MSS14, SDSS13, ACG+08].
abelian [MOG05]. ability [GS09].

abnormality [CEG05]. Abstract [BG03a, BG08a, BD07b, FFP15, MZ17, TZ02, TZ04, GRS05, Gur00, MM02].
abstract-state [Gur00]. Abstraction [CGWW15, CV10, LB07, LLM+07, SG07].
abstraction-refinement [CV10, SG07]. abstractions [NNN11, YRSW07].
accessing [ACW12]. Accumulative [BCHK14]. Ackermann [LOW16].
Ackermann-Complete [LOW16]. Action [PS17, BG02]. actions [DST13, ILNR09].
Actor [AFMGMM16]. Actor-Based [AFMGMM16]. Acyclic [EEH17a].
additive [HV05]. adjoint [DST13]. admissibility [WZ08]. Affine
[AR02, Try16, CM06]. against [BBS07].
agent [ACG+08, DNS00, Lia05]. agents [DL04, DKS06]. aggregate [CSN05].
aggregates [Fer11]. Algebra
[BBH+14, DST13, FS15b, AE09, BP11,
BG02, DSM06, Koz00, YFDJ09].
Algebra-coalgebra [BBH+14]. algebraic
[BBH+14, DST13, FS15b, AE09, BP11,
BG02, DSM06, Koz00, YFDJ09].
Algorithm
[BBH+14]. Algebraic
[Bou09, TZ02, VGD06, VGD07].
Algorithmic
[Bou09, TZ02, VGD06, VGD07].
Algorithms
[RV01, TZ02, VGD06, VGD07].
Alphabets
[Tan13, NSV04]. Alternating
[CDG15, JL11, LW08, KV01, Laz11].
Alternating-Time
[CDG15]. Alternation
[CDG15]. Alternative
[CDG15]. Among
[CSN05]. Analysis
[AFMGMM16, BF13, CES14, FKL15, HLM13, MW15,
MZ17, Try16, WWT15, AR04, ABRS09,
BG03b, ET06, GGOS09, GS09, LLM+07,
LS04, MV04, MN12, Rei01, SG07, Zha06].
Basics
[AKS13, MBN12, TSH15, AAD11,
EFST05, Lib00a]. Basic
[Mic04, BM08]. Be
[ALN16]. Behavior
[NNN11]. Behavioral
[CR15, BG11a]. Behind
[LM02]. Belief
[CD14, CPRW16, DSTW13, Lib16, PKW12,
Lia05]. Beliefs
[SFL17]. Bendix
[KV05a]. Between
[BFW03, GH002]. Bi
[LGW13]. Bimodal
[HK15b]. Bisimulation
[FDY14, GJKW17, BG02, LT09, TM10].
Boolean
[SV08]. Branching
[CD14, CPRW16, DSTW13, Lib16, PKW12,
Lia05]. Branching-Time
[ZHD14]. Branching
[CD14, CPRW16, DSTW13, Lib16, PKW12,
Lia05]. Branching-Time
[ZHD14]. Broadcast
[LvdMR00]. Brzozowski
[BBH+14]. Büchi
[BK12, Tri09]. Budget
[NT17]. Buss
[BSH10].

Calculi
[DHS16, GS13b, BO02, GG09, MOG05, Vor01]. Calculus
[GLSG15, MN12, NS15, SPAV15, AJ05,
ET06, GL10, GG09, JK09, KS13b, MM07,
MP03, OPS07, PQ07, Rei01, Sal03, SP11,
Sau10, TM10, VV07, ZHD14]. Camera
[BGLC04]. Canonical
[BD07b, HP05]. Capture
[BG03a, BG08a, Gur00]. Capturing
[Lib01]. Cardinality
[CSS10, Sze11]. Case
[GN11]. Causes
[CHK08, CHK10]. CCS
[AFIL09]. Certainty
[YSG09]. Certified
Chains [BHM15, ASSB00, CDKM13]. Change [ACOS17, DSTW13, PKW12]. channel [BBS07]. Characterization [GMR12, KS17, WWT15, DCHA03, Kon09].

Characterizations [CR15, EFW07, YRSW07]. characterizing [SYY03]. Checking [BGS16, DHKP17, EY12, FKL15, MMPV14, Tri09, YLYF14, ASSB00, BMS+11, Bou09, BDR08, BDD03, GGV02, LLM+07, LW10].

CHR [DGM12, GM09a]. Church [KS13b]. Circle [DD15]. Circles [Soj16]. circumscription [CEG05]. Classes [CGT17, GNT04, Pau06]. classical [AL10]. Classification [CM17, CKK17, HMR05].


Collapsible [BM10]. Collapsible closure [YSG09]. complete [GN12, MP03]. Complete [BMS13, LOW16, SDW14, AMMO09, Cra07, DCHA03, GHK08, KV05a, Lut04, Bau14].

Completeness [DD16, Dra16, Bou09, NT10]. Complexies [KRH13, LS15]. Complexity [Asp15, BBC+16, BGL13, BJ17, Bull11, CEG05, CGL16, CM17, CKRT08, CMVT12, CES14, DHL12, DKS17, DT10, FFP15, GJL15, Lib06, LMS17, MM12, NC12, BMR09, BG09, Che14, CK00, Dal09a, ET01, EFL+04, EFW07, FFF05, GMS12, HLT07, JK09, KHST12, LT03, VM09, SV08].

Components [AKNZ17]. compositional [GM09a, NT10]. compositionality [Rab07]. Comprehending [Cha06]. comprehensive [GNZ08]. compressed [GGSS11].

Compression [EEH17a]. computability [Bau14, Jap06a, Jap06b, TZ02].

Computable [BCP17, Sim15, BG01, DG07]. computation [AS02, BMM12, GM02, TZ04, WZ05].

Computational [ABEZ15, ASP09, BMR09, Dal09a, Ser01]. computationally [GHK08]. computed [LY07]. Computing [BCD13, CJL13, GJKW17, HCMS13].

Concept [DHS16]. Conceptual [AKRZ14, TSH15]. concerning [CFS10]. concrete [BD07a, Lut04, TZ04].

Concurrency [AFMGMM16, DHL12, DHS16].

Concurrent [CKPK12, FS15b, SDW14, BMR06, CDH11, DGM04, NNN11].

condensing [GRS05]. conditional [FHK00, GGOS09, Luk01, OPS07].

conditions [GK08]. Configuration [EGT16]. configurations [LvdMR00].

Confluence [FMZV15, Bou09, CNNR03, GNT04, KS13b].


conservative [Bul11]. consistency [BCM09]. Consistent [Fon15]. Constant [IS06, DG07]. Constant-depth [IS06].

Constrained [FKN17]. Constraint [BF13, BMT13, BJ17, DMM17, WDB13, AR04, BGLC04, BMR06, BMRS10, BCM09, Bul11, CSS10, DGM04, DPR08, KV05a, MR03, YSG09]. constraint-solving [DPR08].

Constraints [NT17, BCM09, BV02, BFW03, CLD08, CLS07, HP03, Lib03, Luk01, Rat04, Rat06, Sze11]. Construction [LW15]. Constructive [CDG15].

continuity [BK02]. Continuous
[BFHH17, SJV12, ASSB00, CDKM13, FR10].
continuity-time
[ASSB00, CDKM13, FR10]. contract
[KKW10]. contract-signing [KKW10].
Contractions [San17]. control
[BGLC04, Moy09]. Convergence [Lyn05].
Convergent [Rat04]. Converse [GLSG15].
Convolution [DHS16]. Cookbook
[AKRZ14]. cooperation [MN12].
Correction [Dra16, LL15, Cha06, DGM04, KT03].
Correctness [BG08a]. Correctness
[BG08a]. correctness [Vor01].
Cryptographic [CCCK16, CLCZ10, SV08].
CSL [KM10]. CSP [DKS17]. CTL
[SG07, ZHD14]. Curve [NC12]. cycles
[CLCZ10]. Cyclic [ZG14].

Data [ACOS17, A KRZ14, DHL12, SDW14, BDM+11, JL11, Laz11, Tan14, YSG09].
databases [AMN+03, GHK08]. datalog
[BK10, CFS10, GPW10, ACF05, AKNZ17, GGV02].
Decidability [BHM15, DFO06, Fig12, MOK15, VH05, BDT10]. Decidable
[CGT17, ES10], decide [ST14]. Deciding
[BG02, CLCZ10, CNNR03, GLS15, KKW10]. Decision
[FF15, BJW05, CV10, GSO9, RV01].
Declarative [SVJ09, GL13]. Decomposed
[PS17]. Decomposing [GJL15].
decomposition [BG11b, MV04].
decomposition-based [MV04].
Deconstructions [CM17]. decorated
[BFV04]. Deductive [MO12, GGV02]. deep
[BG09]. default [FHK00, Lib07]. defeasible
[ABGM10, BAGM10]. definability
[BLN07]. definable [BS09, EH01, Lib03].
Defining [Pau06]. Definitions
[WDB13, Avi03, DBM01, DT08]. Degree
[AD14, DG07, GL10, Lyn05]. delay [DG07].
Dependence [DHL12, DK12, HLM13].
Dependent [LW15, SBTM06]. Depth
[BKV15, EEH17b, BSH10, IS06].
Depth-Bounded [EEH17b]. Description
[ACOS17, AKRZ14, DNR02, KRH13, BGL12, CDL08, EILS11, ST04, CT14, WZ08].
descriptions [Ber04]. Detecting [CGT17].
detection [AGP07]. Deterministic
[AL04, HK15a, Mam16]. Diagonal [CGL16].
diagrams [KS13b]. Dichotomy [Fon15].
Differential [Kaw09, Pla15, Pla17]. Diffie
[CKRT08]. Diffusion [SBM13]. Digraphs
[DMM17]. dimension [HLT07]. directed
[Sto05]. Discrete [NC12]. Disjunction
[BF13, Sto05, FFF05]. disjunctions
[JNS+06]. Disjunctive
[FS15a, ES10, WZ05]. Display [CR16].
Distributed [GS13a]. Distributing
[AKNZ17], distribution [HP03].
Distributions [CR15]. distributive [SS07].
distributivity [SV10]. DL [WWT15].
DL-Lite [WWT15]. DLV [LPF+06]. Does
[Pra13]. Domain [SBT06, MDS06].
Domain-dependent [SBT06]. Domains
[SJV12, AR04, GR05, HW10, Lut04].
Dominance [KKLJU14]. Downward
[Fig12]. DPLL [BGL13, Lib06]. Driven
[AKNZ13, FFF15]. duality [BBH+14].
duration [CDKM13]. Durations [BDR08].
Dynamic [FS15b, Sch15, BERS04, FD14, GMS12, GK08, KB11, SYY+03].
Dynamical [BHM15].

Editorial [ALP02, AKS01, Apt05, BMR09].
Effect [PS17]. Effective
[BT16, KS17, BJW05, KHST12]. effects
[WT03]. Efficient
[CGS10, KKLJU14, Rat06, BGV01].
Efficiently [GLSG15]. Elementary
[MOK15, AJ05, CM06]. Eliminating
[Avi03]. elimination [Cra07]. Email
[SA13]. Embedding [DEPT11]. emptiness
generic [BCD13, MT05].
good [BMS+11].
governed [ASP09].
goal-directed [Sto05].
goal [Sto05].
Grammars [EEH17a].
Grammars [EEH17b].
Graph [ACOS17, BM17, CM17, Tan13, DZ13].
Graph-Structured [ACOS17].
graphs [Lyn05, Moy09, Sze11, Tri09].
Greatest [Bae12].
Ground [CGT17, GL14, Bou09, VH05].
Guarded [BTV16, DLS01, GH02, HVV08].
Guest [BMR09].

Hajek [BM08].
Halpern [BKMV+17].
Handling [BF13].
Happen [AFMGMM16].
Hard [Fon15, SUWC16].
Harrington [CGL16].
Having [Sim15].
Heads [DGM12].
heap [YRSW07].
Hellen [CKRT08].
Help [Pra13].
Herbrand [McK13].

Higher [CHRW13, JR15, Kar13, KS15, LV12, MP03, Pie09, CPV09, Dal09b, Is04, MM02].
Higher-Order [CHRW13, JR15, Kar13, LV12, MP03, Pie09, CPV09, Dal09b, MM02].
highly [GJ12].
Hoare [AMMO09, CK00, KI17, Koz00, Mam16].
Homological [PDHR14].
Homology [HCMS13].
Homotopy [K16].
Horn [BKMV+17].
HRW17, KRH13, Lib06, MBN12, MO12].
Hybrid [AKS13, Pla17].
Hydra [LOW16].
hypersequent [MOG05].
Hypotheses [KKLU14].
Hypothesis [LS04].
Hypothesis-based [LSS04].

Identifying [KKLU14].
Identity [vdBG12, ST14].
II [BG07a, Jap06b].
III [BG07b].
Image [PDHR14].
IMLL [MO06].
Implementation [SSS12, MV04].
Implicit [GMR12, BMR09].
implies [Cha06].
Improved [BB14]. improvement [BB14].
Inadequacy [BG01].
Inclusion [FKL15, BAGM10].
incomplete [YSG09].
incompleteness [Sal03].
increasing [AS02].
Incremental [DLS01].
independence [Lib03].
Index [FMS16].
indexed [LB07].
indexing [Pie09].
Induction [FKN17, Sak05].
Inductions [BVD16].
Inductive [WDB13, DBM01, DT08, LF01].

Horn [BKMV+17, HRW17, KRH13, Lib06, MBN12, MO12].
interiors [MO12].
interpolants [CGS10].
interpolating [BGR14].
Interpolation [BTV16, BGR14].
Interpretation [MZ17].
interpretations [BBC02, MP09].
Intersection [GN12, DCHA03, DCDGT10].
intersection-type [DCHA03].
Interval [BGLC04, BKMV+17, DHS16, HGS07].
intractability [CFS10].
Intruder [BCD13].
intuitionism [LM02].
Intuitionistic [AR02, FFF12, Kra15, DST13, FFF05].
Invariant [EEH17b, GS00].
Invariants [BG01].
Isabelle [Pau00].

Jordan [NC12].
judgments [MT05].
Justification [SFL17].

Karp [BM10].
Kernels [KI17].
key [CKRT08, CLCZ10].
kinds [Cra07].
Kleene
Knowledge base [DEPT11].
knowledge-base [DEPT11].
language [AJ05, PQ07, Sal03].
Languages [BMS13, CPV09, GGV02].
Lattice [HK15a, BMT13].
lattices [SS07].
Law [Lyn05].
Lax [Rab15].
Layer [FMZV15].
Least [Bae12, Koll13b].
Left [AFIL09, MR03].
Length [Sub04].
LF [HP05, UCB11].
LICS [GHJP03, Kol05].
Light [AR02].
like [Sub04].
Limitation [Cha06].
Limiting [Rab07].
Limits [CR16].
Linear [Bae12, BF13, FSP14, HK15b, ST15, YLYF14, BBS07, BJW05, CDM13, Dal09a, Dal09b, GGV02, HV05, Koll05, KV05b].
Linear-Logic [BF13].
Linear-Time [YLYF14, BBS07].
Linearizability [SDW14].
Lipton [BM10].
lists [DPR08].
LITE [GGV02, WWT15].
Liveness [EFH14].
Local [LM15, PS17, BB14, GM02, Lib00b, Lib01, Sze11].
Locality [GS00].
Locally [BVD16].
LoCo [ADGV14].
Logic [ADGV14, Bae12, BBC+16, BF13, BGS16, BKMv17, CBT17, CCG15, CHR13, CW16, CGW15, CVM12, CES14, CPRW16, DD15, DD16, DMB01, DHS16, Drag16, DNG12, ET1G16, Fer11, FS15a, FP17, FSP14, GS13b, GN11, GC12, Kar13, KI17, Kra15, KS17, LOW16, LMS17, MM12, Mami16, MW15, MSS14, Pla15, RS14, SJV12, SSS12, SSS13, SPNS14, SFL17, Try16, WDB13, Zha06, ZZ17, AL10, AM01, ACG+08, AELP01, AGP07, ABGM01, Avi03, BGL12, BH14, BM12, BMR10, BDM+11, BERS04, BM08, BDP04, BGV01, CDM08, CK00, CM06, Dal09a, DGK04, DEPT11, DL04, DT08, DG12, DST13, EFL+04, E910, EILS11, FD14, FHK00, FR10, GL13, GKO8, HV05, IS04, Jap06a, Jap06b, KR02, Koll00, KT03, LF01, Lia05, LPV01, LT03, LSS04, Luk01].
Logic-Based [LM15].
making-enriched [AL10].
Making [GR05].
Managing [ACOS17].
many [LR06].
Maps [PKW12].
Markov [ASSB00, BHM15, CV10, CDM13].
mathematics [AL10].
Maximally [AL10].
May [AFMGGM16].
May-Happen-in-Parallel [AFMGGM16].
measuring [AELP01].
Mechanizing [Pau00, UCB11].
MELL [LS15].
merge [AFIL09].
Mergesort [LL15].
Merging [CPWR16, HRW17, Lib16].
metalogue
[BCM04, CS08]. metaquerying
[ABEZIP03]. metatheory [UCB11]. Method [CDG15, MBNT2, MP09].
methods [NT10, Vor01]. Metric
[LOW16, FR10, KWS14, TZ04]. minimal
[DNR02]. minimization [BBH14, BG03b].
Minimizing [HK15a]. Minimum [RW05].
MKNF [AKS13]. MLL [MO06]. mobile
[DL04]. Modal
[GJL15, MOK15, NIN11, PRA13, DGK04,
DL04, DST13, FFF05, GHO02, Lia05,
NPP08, SH07, SP09, TM10, Vor01, WZ08].
modeling [BERS04]. Model
[ASSB00, BGS16, BBD03, CDG15, DHKP17,
DSTW13, EY12, LW15, MMPV14, WWSL16,
YLF14, ZZ17, AELP01, BMS11, BDR08,
GGV02, JNS14, LLM14, LW10, RW05].
Model-Checking
[MMPV14, YLF14, ASSB00, BDR08].
Model-Theoretic [DSTW13].
Models [RS14, vdB12]. modular
[AAD11, Sto05]. modularity
[VGD06, VGD07]. Modulo [ST15, CGS10].
Monadic [EGT16, FP17, GPW10, Mann16,
Sze11, KS13a]. monads [WT03]. Monodic
[DFK06]. Monotone [BVD16]. Morphisms
[Rab15]. Most [CJL13]. motion [BGLC04].
MSO [EH01], multi [Lia05], multi-agent
[Lia05]. multiagent [GSf09, LvdMR00].
multiary [SP11]. multicast [BRMS10].
Multicriteria [KCL14]. Multiple
[DGM2, PKW12]. multiplicative [HV05].
multiplicative-additive [HV05].
Multirelations [FSf16], multisets [DPR08].
multivalued [LS04]. MWeb [AAD11].
mwp [JK09]. mwp-bounds [JK09].
named [VV07], names [KHST12]. Narrow
[ALN16]. Natural [LL15]. negation
[CSN05, DNR02, RW05, ST14].
negation-as-failure [RW05]. Negotiations
[SPNS14]. Nested
[CHO17, EP13, Kar13, AE09, CEG05, VV07].
Nets [BFHH17, McK13, HV05, MO06].
Network [SBSM13]. NEXP [Lut04]. No
[DD16, Sim15]. Nominal [LV12, DG12].
Non [FD14, AS02, GK08]. Non-finite
[FD14]. non-size-increasing [AS02].
non-suspension [GK08]. Nonconstructive
[Bd12]. Nondeterministic
[LWG13, Mann16, BS07]. Nonelementary
[LS15]. nonground [DEPT11].
nonmonotone [DT08]. nonmonotonic
[BO02, ET01, EFST05, ES10, GGOP09,
Sak05]. Nonuniform [CSS10]. norm
[ASP09]. norm-governed [ASP09].
Normal [JR15, RMV17]. Normality
[FSf15a]. Normalizing [Sim15]. normative
[Ser01]. normed [GV04]. note [CK00]. NP
[BB17, KV05a]. NP-complete [KV05a].
Nullstellensatz [IS06]. number [ADGR07].
numbers [ACF05, CFS10, Rat06].
objects [BBC02]. Observation [CD14].
Obtain [Fon15]. Off [CGL16].
Off-Diagonal [CGL16]. Omega [LV10].
Omega [LV10]. One
[CJL13, CM17, HK15b, Sim15, SV08].
One-Step [Sim15]. One-Variable
[HK15b, SV08]. Ontology [WW15]. Open
[HV08]. operations [BMT13]. operator
[VGD06, VGD07]. Operators
[BVD16, HLM13, DST13]. OPL [vHPP00].
Optimal [CDG15, Sub04, CM06, PQ07].
Optimality [GL10]. Optimization
[CKK17, ST15, SBSM13]. optimize [Vor01].
Optimizing [CM06]. Oracle [BPC17].
Order [AZZ14, CHRW13, EHH17b, EGT16,
FP17, GLJ15, HK15b, JR15, Kar13, KT15,
LV12, MM12, WDB13, AJ05, Awi03, Bau14,
Bau14, CPV09, Da09b, DG12, DG07,
FHK00, GHK08, GS00, GS02, K13a, Lib03,
MM02, MP03, Pe09, Rat04, Sal03, Sch05,
Sze11, Tan14]. Order-Invariant
[EEH17b, GS00]. Ordered
[BL16, BGS16, CNNR03]. orderings
[BG08b]. orders [KRS05]. Ordinary
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